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ABSTRACT: ïhe Si-NL10 is a prominent thermal-donor-related EPR
spectrtrm, Electron nuclear double resonance measurements on 29Si
nuclei show that che defect centre generating this spectrum has very
shallow, delocalised character. At the same time it is found that che
spectrum is inhomogeneously broadened as a superposition of a series
of very sinilar components. It is concluded that the spectrLm ori-
ginates from a series of sinilar cenËres whích are subsequently gen-
erated durÍng the heat treatment at about 450 oC. The exhaustive
study unravels the elecÈronic and microscopÍc structure of these cen-
tres.

1. INTRODUCTTON

Already more Ëhan 3 decades ago it was discovered that the heat Creatment
of oxygen-rich silicon at about 450 oC leads to the formation of shallow
donor sÈates, called thermal donors - Fuller et al. (1954), Fuller and
Logan (1957), Kaiser et al. (1958). The first publication on thermal
donors appeared in 1954 and slnce then a vast amount of data was gathered
on the subject - for a recent review see e.g. Bourret (1985). It is nowa-
days established that upon heat treatment in the 300-500 oC temperature
region a series of very sinrilar shallow double donor centres is created -
I"lruck and Gaworzewski (1979). They can be observed by standard infrared
absorption techniques and up to 9 differerrt species have been reported -
Pajot et aI. ( i 983) .

Among oËher experimental Èechniques also electron paramagnetic resonance
has been used in the therrnal donor studies. It has been noted that the
formation of therrnal donors (as monitored in infrared) is accompanied by
Èhe simulÈaneous generation of several electron paranagnetic resonance
(EPR) spectra of predorninantly 2uun point group s)rmnetry - Muller et al,
(1978), ('1979). Further studies showed,. on the basis of the production
characteristics, that the Si-NL8 and S1-NL10 spectra were practically the
only ones which could be related to the thermal donor centres as observed
in infrared - Gregorkiewicz eË af. (1987), Bekman ec aI. (1987). For one
of these - the Si-NLB spectrum - a direct identification with the singly
ionised state of Ëhe infrared double donors was made - Lee et al. ('1985).
Following chat a further studies of the Si-NLg center by the electron
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) technique were undertaken - Michel et
aI. (1986). At the same È1me the origin of the other thermal-donor-
relaÈed and usually the more prominent Sí-NL10 centre remained unclear
and requÍred further investigation. Consequently the ENDOR study of the
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Si-NL1O centre has been perforned - Gregorkiewicz et al. (1988).

2. EPR STUDIES OF THE S1-NL8 AND Si-NL1O CENTRES

2. 1 Synnetry

The paranagnetic centre is characterised by the g-factor which is a basic
spin-Hanilconian paraneter and therefore acts as a characteriscic iden-
tÍficatÍon mark discriminating various EPR spectra. ïhe s1rnnetry of the
centre is reflected directly by the sJrnnetry of its g-tensor, The g-
values for the Si-NL8 and Si-NL10 spectra in their early and late
Ëransformation stages are presented 1n Table 1.

Table 1. PrincÍpal g-tensor values for the Si-NL8 and Sí-NLI0 EPR
spectra in early and late transformation stages (10 and 200 h heat-
treatnent tirne, respectively).

Spectrum transformation
s tage

81

lt [011]

82

il t0111

g3

]t [100]

S i-NL8 early
late

1.9926
1 .9938

2.0012
2 . 0008

1 .9999
1 .9999

S i-NLl O early
late

1 .997 s
1 .9980

1 .9996
1 .999s

1 .9996
1 .9998

For both Si-NL8 and S1-NL10 TD-related EPR spectra the synnetry was found
to be orthorhombic, point group 2mn. This means that the defects generat-
ing those specËra must have two nonequivalent s)rnnetry planes. This
information is of basic Ímportance for the modeling of the thermal donor
core structure; following thís result the most prominent OSB and Ylld
models could be constructed. One should however note here that the con-
clusion concerning the synneËry of the centre is valid only within the
resolution of the EPR experinent; it can never be excluded that lower
synmetry Ínteractions exist but are small for some reasons and therefore
rernain hidden within the resonance linewidth or lead to its inhomogeneous
broadening.

2.2 Shallow character

The shallow character of the centre can already be deduced from íts g-
tensor value. Although the g-Èensor of the defect is an ímportant EPR
parameter unfortunately its theoretical interpretation presents a very
complicated probleur. Even for relacively sínple cases as the shallow
donor and acceptor irnpurities, whose wave functions are known in suffi-
cient detail no satisfactory calculacions of g-values are available, For
the nore courplicated syscems of lattice defects in silicon, generally of
deep level character, at most qualitative considerations can be given. On
the other hand, Lee and Corbett (1973) proposed an enpirÍcal classifica-
cion of g-values, which was further extended by Sieverts (1983). In this
classification schene 4 different types of defects are distlnguished:
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tYPe
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cYPe
Èype

A:

B:

C:
D:

vacancy-type defects with one dangling bond or two paraltel dan-
gling bonds,
vacancy-type defects with two or nore dangling bonds under
tetrahedral angles,
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Flgurc l. Plot of 6g-values (óg - g-2.OO23) of EPR specrra fron A)
defecÈs with one or two parallel broken bonds, B) defects wlth tuo
or Dore broken bonds under tetrahedrel angles, C) i.nterstitÍal-
cype defects, and D) substitutional and interstitial lnpuricies
and their couplexes (closed slmbols - lmown tnpurlty) - Sieverts
(r983).

In the proposed scheme g-values of defect centres are represented in a
2-dinensional plot of reduced g-values. The reduced g-values are con-
strucÈed fron the principal g-values by assuning Ëheu to be axially syn-
meÈrLc. Then che mosc devlatlng g-value Ís deflned as the parallel value
g1 and Èhe average of the other two prlncipal g-values is the perpendicu-
lar value gt. If then g,, ls plotced against 91 differenË t1pes of defects
will group ln different sections of the diagran as depicted Ín Fig. l. In
Fig.2 the snall secÈion of the diagran grouping shallow defecÈs and
impurities of type D (the 'Ducch corner') is shown. As can be seen the
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heat-treaÈmenÈ centres S1-NL8 and S1-NL10-13-17 (presently ldentlflêd to
be one centre) both have their g-values ln this particular reglon. Ttre
identificatlon of the Si-NLB spectru! as orlginating fron the singly
ionised TD+ stace of the thernal donor dlrectly conflrns the shallow
character of che cenÈrê. Thus the concluslon Èhat also che Si-NLlO
spectnlm originates from a loosely bound electron is supported.

EÍgure 2. The "Dutch corner' - plot of shallow, effectlve-nass
donor defects - Sleverts (1983).

2.3 g-shifting effect

The mosÈ peculiar feature of the two TD-rel,ated EPR spectra ls the gra-
dual, senicontinuous change of thelr g-tensor values upon duration of the
heat-treatment time. Such a feature is rather unique and the fact that it
is belng found for both centres indÍcates close slnllarltles of their
srructure. The shlfting of the g-values can be explained elther by subtle
changes wichin the centre ltself or by gradual changes of the envl.ronment
- e.g. stress accumulation or release connected with oxygen aggregatlon
in Èhe direct vicinlty of the paramagnetic centre. The EPR studles could
noÈ discrinÍnate between Èhose cwo drastlcally different possÍbllltles
which, at the time chat the g-shiftlng phenonenon was firsÈ notlced,
seened equally probable. Such a distinction was only possible in che
elecÈron nuclear double resonance studies that followed.

1.996 I ;'i 
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3. ENDOR STUDY OF THE SI-NL]O CENTRE

195

For the Si-NL10 centre whose origin was partícularly intrlguing an excen-
sive ENDOR sËudy has been perforned. Thls lncluded analysis of the hyper-
fine inceractions with 29s'i, l7o and 27Al nuclei. As a result both the
nicroscopic - Gregorkiewicz et al. (1988) - and Èhe electroníc - Beknan
ec aI. (1988) - structure of the SÍ-NL10 centre has been unraveled. It
was confirned that, as already indicated in EPR by the g-shifting
phenomenon, the Si-ïLi0 spectrun originates fron a series of gradually
developing, very sirnilar centres.

3.1 Shallow defect character

Figs. 3a^^and 3b show the angular dependence of che l-t.rr"or as determined
fron a z,Si ENDOR experinent for trro shells nithÍn one specles of the
Si-NL10 centre. Ttre tensors are of orthorhonbic and trlclinic slnnnetry,
respecÈively.
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The experinental ENDOR data are usually analysed enploying Ëhe linear
combination of atonic orbitals (LCAO). In the LCAO analysis the save
functlon at the ligands is approxinated by a linear conbinatlon of 3s and
3p siltcon atonic orbiÈals, centred on that llgand. The LCAO treatment
works well for deep, localised defects. A deep defect produces a
ground-scate wave functlon \tith big gradÍents over the ligand atoms. For
a deep defect_ the wave functlon can quÍte ofËen be approxinated by
alnosr one spj-hybrldised orbital. This resulcs ln a hyperfine tensor
which is approximately axlal along a <'lll) bonding dlrectlon. For an
electron Ín an orbital pointÍng ín any of the four (lll) directlons a
.p3- hybridised orbital with sjcharacter o2 '257, p-character p2 - 757
ana o2ip2 - 0.33 Ís expecÈed.
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Table 2a. Hyperflne parameters in kllz for some typical (1'1l>-axla1
silicon hyperfine tensors of two characterlstic deep defects V- and W-
after Sprenger et at. (1987) and Sieverts et al. (1978).

centre tensor a a/b 
"2/ P2 n2 G>

Si:V-

Si:W-

c't 13366.0
e26 239.3
Madl 355845.6
Madl7 2O3 .7

2039 .3
36 ,7

22303 .4
23 .1

2230
s9

23300
97

64 .4
4.0

1262.9
1.5

460
3

100
2

6.55 0.16 2.09
6.s3 0.16 0.04

1 5.95 0.40 27 .29
8.80 0.22 0.02

G1

c20
l.í 1

n'|2

3147 0
297

1 95200
701

14.11
5.03
8. 38
7 .23

0.35 2.97
0. 13 0.07
o .21 27 .71
0.18 0.'r 1

Table 2b. Hyperfine paraneters in kIIz for some typical slllcon hyperfine
tensors of two characteristic shallow defects phosphorus and arsenic on
substÍtutional positions - after Hale and Mieher (1969).

centre tensor a/b
"2/ 

p2 rtz G)
Si: P

Si:As

B

c
I
R

B

c
I
R

4s08
3298
1370
758

6000
407 4
1436
8s6

70 .6
5.0

21 .4
18.4

10s.2
5.8

23 .1
23 .1

18.6
0.0
2.2
7 .6

22.2
0.0
1.3

10.7

63 .9
659 .6
64.0
4', .2

57.0
702.4

62.2
37 .1

1.s8 0.160
16.7 0.076

1 . s9 0.049
1 .02 0.033

'1 .42
17 .5

1 .55
0.92

0.223
0. 094
0.0s1
0.039

Table 2c. Hyperfine parameters ln kHz
interactions for the S i-NL8 af ter l{ichel
spectrrrn. Only one sPec ies is concerned.

for two prominent silicon
et al. (1986), and the Sl-NLlO

centre tensor a/b o2/ p2 n2 G)
s i-NL8

s i-NL10

1

2a

T2
G2

9890
8s30

2455 . 6
1880.3

70
60

2s .1
13.6

-30
-30

1.0
8.3

141 .3
142.2

97 .8
I37.8

3.5
3.s

2.4
3.3

o .277
o .221

0.08
0.05

For a shallow defect all four rp3-hybridised bonds contribute. If the
four sp3-bonds are equally occupied the hyperfine tensor is lsotroplc and
in the LCAo analysis we will flnd only an s-contrlbution. For a shallow
defect we will observe- Ëh-erefore nainly the s-part of the vave function,
i.e. o2 > 251, or 

"21p2 
>> O.ll, "na nost of the p contrlbution,
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expressed Uy 82, cancels. Ihis results 1n the underestinatlon of the
localisatlon n2, 4toxa12 << 1002. Iherefore, a shallow defect ls charac-
terised by:

1) 
"21p2 

>> o.ll

2) ?rotal2 << looz

The first criterion can be replaced by a/b >> 13 (where a and b are the
reduced hyperfine paraneters), which makes a comparison wÍth literature
values easier. The above criteria are shown in tables 2a,2b and 3 for a
few tensors of two typlcal deep centres - V- and W- - and two typical
shallow donor centres - P and As. In tables 2c and 3 the corresponding
values are shown for the heat-treatment centres S1-NL8 and Si-NL]O.

Table 3. Total locallsation values ?total2 as obtained by LCAO analysis
for several defects in silicon.

v- W- As si-NL8 si-NLl 0

qtota12 (u ) 114 .7 6 118.90 14.s8 18.86 5 .64 0.36

For deep centres with rnissing or dangling bonds che LCAO analysis is suc-
cessful. ïhe total localisation adds up to values close to 100ï, Some-
tines localisations over 1001 are found, whÍch is due to effects not
accounted for in the LCAO treatment, e.g. core polarisation. However for
the shallow donors, like P, As, or Sb, the LCAO analysls turns out to be
less applicable. In our experlnent the biggest hyperfine interactlon is
found to have an isotropic parc a - 2.51 MIlz. Thls corresponds to a
localisation of 0,072. In this way the LCAO analysis shows that both
heat-treatment cenËres fall into the category of shallow defects. A com-
parlson of the St-NLlO daca with the silicon ENDOR resulÈs for rhe Si-NL8
spectrun obtained by l{ichel et al. (1986) shows that the wave funcrion of
the Si-NLlO defect is probably nore shallow. For Si-NL8 the biggesr
hyperflne lnteractlon gives a localisation of 0.2771.

3.2. Slnnnetry of ground-state wave function

Wave functlons of shallow centres can be descrlbed with the effective
nass theory - Kohn and Luttinger (1955). The wave functÍon of an elec-
tron Ín its ground state can be approxirnately represented by a llnear
conblnatlon of six wave functions corresponding to the sÍx nlnima of the
conduction band which for sllicon lie along the <100> directlons. Tab1e
4 gives the conbinations of one-mininum wave functlons whlch are allowed
ln the case of orthorhonbic synmetry. The wave functlons of types A2, Bl
and 82 are zero on one or two of the nirror planes. The probability dên-
sity of the electron on atoms which are sltuated in those "forbidden'
mirror planes would not only be low because of the widely spread charac-
ter of the shallow donor wave functlon, but even zeto by synnetry.

The biggest hyperfine lnteraction found in che present ENDOR experinent
has 2nn synmetry lndicating that none of the two mirrorplanes is synnetry
forbidden. Therefore the ground sÈate nave functlon of the Si-NL10 defect
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has A1 s)r@etry. As can be seen fron Table 4, chree conbinations of the
six conduction band minina are then possible.

AI1 the hyperflne lnteractions detennined for Èhe Si-NLlo centre in the
29Si nNOOn-experlnent have an approxinate [100] axial character, with the
two-fold axis along [100], The axlal dÍrectlon of the tensors coincides
therefore with the cwo-fold axis of the defect. However this feature of
the ground scate rrave function offers no êxtra infornation to discrirn-
inate between the Èhree available A1 states; all three of them allow the
[ 1 00 ] -axtallty .

Table 4. S)rnnetry-allowed conbinations of wave functions of conductlon
band ninfuna ln 2nn polnt group synnetry. The tso-fold axis ls along x.

wave functlon
s)rume try

coefficients for
-xy

conduction band valleys
-yz-z

A1

A1

A1

A2
B1

B2

1

0
0

0
I
0
0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

1

0
0
1

-1
-1

11
00
00
-1 -1
-1 1

1 -1

The results of the 29Si.-SNOOn study of the S1-NL8 centre by !íichel et al.
('1986) appear very slnllar. The biggest localisatlon ls observed for
atoms on the two-fold axis, while nost of Èhe tensors show near [100]
axlality. Therefore the ground state rrave functÍon of the Si-NL8 defect
also has A1 synnetry. In case of the Si-NL8 defect addÍtional infornatlon
is available from infrared (IR) neasurements under uniaxial stress. Sta-
vola and Lee (1986) concluded fron the stress response of the IR that the
ground state of the thernal donor (the Si-NL8 spectrum is related to TD+)
is constructed from a single pair of conduction band valleys along the
two-fold axis. From the wave functlons consistent with the 2nn symetry
of the defect only tno of the Al sJmnetry tyire can be constructed ln this
way. In case of the Si-NL1O centre, despÍte its large concenËrations, no
identification nlth levels has been made in IR. Therefore no addÍtional
Ínformatlon is available about the ground state wave function and three
Al-s)rEnetry conblnations are possible.

3.3 Microscopic structure

ïhe nicroscopic atonic structure of the SÍ-NLIO centre has been esta-
blished by dàtailed analysis of the hyperfine interactions wÍth 17O and
l/Al nuclei supplenenÈed b;r the field-stepped-EMOR experinencs. It was
furrher confirmed by the zvsl ENDoR study.

From the l7o nuoon measurements up to eight oxygen shelLs could be dis-
tingulshed. All of then were of the sane nÍrror plane slrnnetry t)pe prov-
lng that the oxygen scructure of the centre is planar wlth all the oxygen
atoms Lylng í.n one of the nirror planes, Ttre locallsatÍon of the defect
electron on oxygen nuclei was found to be very low. The quadrupole
interactions nere alnosÈ identical for all the shells and lndlcated thaÈ
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the oxygen atoes were in the usual puckered bonded incerstltlel poslcion.

27et gNDOn showed chac although alunlnlun rras no! really necessary for
the creation of the Si-NL10 centres it particlpated, when present,
accively in the oxygen aggregation process leading to the slgnÍflcant
enhancenent in the generatlon rate and concentration of the SI-NL|O cen-
Ères. In such case, for the early stage of the Si-NLlO forrlatlon process

Ít00t

I

t0l0t

! oxygcn

@ aluminum

Flgure 4. Structural rnodel for the Si-NLlO centre,

the aluniniuD atom takes a positÍon on the two-fold axls of the defect.
The field-stepped-ENDoR technique uses the high resolution of nuclear
resonance to unravel unresolved structure of the EPR signal. Applied ln
rhe current study It showed chat the St-NLlO EPR spectrun orlglnated fron
a serles of gradually developlng sfulilar centres, each characterlsed by
its own spectrum wlth slightly differenÈ g-values. Fleld-stepped-ENDOR
allowed also Dutual correlation of the hyperflne interactlons origlnatlng
fron different kinds of nagnetic nuclei thus establishlng the number of
oxygen atoms partlclpaÈÍng at varlous stages of the ÈransforEation of the
Si-NLl0 centre. Ttre smallest possible Si-NL10 specles rras found to lncor-
porace 2 oxygen aÈons; tn the growth Process a alnglc oxygen atou (at a
tine) is added along the [011] direcced slllcon chaln. The structure of
Èhe centre remalns planar whlle lts overall syonetry ls lowered upon
growth fron orthorhonblc for the snallest species to rnonoclÍnic for the
later ones. Ttre structural model of the Si-NLlo centre as energlng from
the ENDOR sÈudy by Gregorkiewicz eÈ aL. (1988) ls depicted in Fig.4. As
can be seen from the figure i! is postulated that a vacancy is created in
Che core of the defect in order to release the sÈress accumulaÈed by the

r0oil
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oxygen cluscering. On the basis of the measurements no conclusion could
be reached concerning the posicion of the aluminium atom on the two-fo1d
axis nor its possible bonding to the lactice.
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